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1. Definition of Price Fluctuation Parameters 

BME CLEARING defines in the Circular of the Financial Derivatives, Equity, Energy 
Derivatives and Fixed Income Segments “Margin Calculation Parameters” (or its 
replacement), a level of price variation called “Extraordinary Margin fluctuation 
parameter”, with the purpose of allowing BME CLEARING to regain a sufficient level 
of funds in situations of exceptional volatility. Under no circumstances it is the aim of 
BME CLEARING to suspend trading. 
 
In the OTC Interest Rate Derivatives Segment, BME CLEARING will perform the 
request of Extraordinary Margins whenever the change in basis points between the 
Zero Rate real-time curve and the curve of the last Zero Rate Margin Call 
consumption results in 50% of the Initial Margin which would be asked for 1 generic 
swap in any of the following buckets: 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30 years. 
 
Finally, for the xRolling FX contracts BME CLEARING will monitor throughout the 
session the consumption (in %) of the intraday initial margin required for each 
currency pair, by limiting it to 60%. 
 

 
2. Procedure in the event that Price Fluctuation Parameters are exceeded 

In the event that the Underlying Asset of a contract exceeds its fluctuation parameter 
during a session, the following procedures shall apply:  
 
The following formula will be applied to all the Accounts of a Member:  
 

Account Risk = Initial Margin in real time + Gains and Losses + Net premiums 
owed - Initial Margin deposited 

 
- In this formula the Losses and the Premiums to pay will have a positive value and 

the Profits and the Premiums to collect will have a negative value.  
 
- For each Account with multiple Clients and the Daily Account, the result of the 

formula shown above will only be taken into account when it results in a positive 
amount.  
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Subject Cases for Posting of Extraordinary Margins. 

Summary 

In accordance with Article 20.4.B of the Rule Book, this 
Circular states the procedure for calling for Extraordinary 
Margins if the Extraordinary Margin Fluctuation Parameter has 
been exceeded (margin call) and sets out other cases in which 
Extraordinary Margins may be called for. 
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- In the OTC Interest Rate Derivatives Segment, where Margins are regularly 

requested intraday, the Gains and Losses Account Risk component is defined as: 
 

Max (- (NPVin real time – NPVLast MC);0) 
 

Where:  
 

o NPV in real time: NPV at market price at the time when calculation is made. 
 

o NPV Last MC: NPV of last margin call. If calculation is made before the first 
intraday margin request, it will correspond with the NPV calculated on the 
previous day session´s closure. However if the calculation is made after an 
Intraday margin request, it will correspond with the NPV calculated on that 
request. 

 
- The overall result of a Member will be the sum of the Risk for all of its accounts. 
 
- The overall result for a Clearing Member will be the sum of the Risk for all of its 

accounts, plus the risk for each of its Non-Clearing Members. 
 

- The Extraordinary Margin to be post by each Clearing Member will be: 
 

Extraordinary Margin to be post by the Clearing Member = Clearing Member Risk 
– Extraordinary Margin previously requested – 75% of the Individual Fund 

deposited 
 
- Extraordinary Margin will be required only if the result of the previous formula is 

over €100,000. 
 

- BME CLEARING shall inform each Clearing Member concerned, via a message to 
the terminals or by any other method, indicating the sum to be posted and the 
deadline for posting said amount. If applicable, each Clearing Member’s Payment 
Agent will also be contacted. 

 

- In the case of a settlement to the BME CLEARING TARGET2 Account, the senior 
manager responsible for each Clearing Member concerned shall inform BME 
CLEARING, no later than thirty minutes after receipt of the message from BME 
CLEARING, via a message from a trading terminal or by any other method 
acceptable to the Clearing House, that orders to post the Extraordinary intra-day 
Margin have been passed in accordance with the method and deadline stipulated 
by BME CLEARING. 

 
- If said margins have not been deposited, the Members concerned shall not be 

permitted to take market positions liable to increase the risk.  
 
- Methods for posting the margins in each Segment are detailed in the corresponding 

Circular of “Posting of margins”. 
 
 

3. Posting of the Extraordinary Margin by those firms with the low level of 
solvency. 

If the solvency of any Member, calculated in accordance with the Calculation of 
Shareholder’s Equity and Solvency Circular, is in the lowest S9 level the Member 
concerned must immediately post:  
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 For Financial Derivatives (except for the xRolling FX contracts), Equity, 
Energy Derivatives and Fixed Income Segments, the extraordinary margin 
that it would be required to deposit in the event of a price fluctuation above 
the Extraordinary Margin Fluctuation parameters referred to in Paragraph 1 of 
this Circular.  
 

 In the case of both the OTC Interest Rate Derivatives Segment and the 
xRolling FX contracts belonging to the Financial Derivatives segment, the 
additional margin due to having a credit rating below investment grade will be 
added up to the Initial Margin, in accordance with paragraph 2 of “Procedure 
for Initial Margin Calculation” Circular and paragraph 4 of “Procedure for 
Margin Calculation” Circular of their Segments, respectively. 

 
 

4. Exceptional circumstances or unforeseen high risk situations 

In any exceptional situation, because of the general state of the market or because of 
a Member's specific circumstances, and which in BME CLEARING's opinion 
constitutes a high risk that is not adequately covered by the Individual Funds and the 
Initial Margin, BME CLEARING may require general or specific Extraordinary Margins 
to be posted to provide reasonable cover for such risk. BME CLEARING will notify 
the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores and the Banco de España on the 
same day as this occurs. 

 


